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gateway Players to present “My first Time” April 10-19

LOCALTHEATRE

g

ateway Players Theatre, Inc.
will presentthe Off-Broadway
play, “My first Time” on April 10
,11, 17,18 and 19 at the gateway

Arts Barn, 111 Main St., Southbridge. friday & Saturday shows
areat 7:30, the Sunday show is at
2pm. The April 11 performance

will feature ByOB.Snacks, soft
drinks and coffee will be available at
all performances. Tickets are $13
for adults and $11 for seniors. This

is an adult production and
under18 are not admitted. Tickets and reservations are available
by calling508-764-4531. Tickets
may be purchased with cash or
check.
“My first Time” is a series of
stories about first-time romantic
experiences for an adult audience: funny, sad, poignant, along
with facts and statistics shared by
real people on the my
firsttime.com blog. These storieswere then compiled into a
script written by ken davenport,
a new york producerwho grew
up in Sturbridge.
This production is directed by
Bill guy and produced by Barbara day. The actors are kaiti
figueroa, gwen O’Brien,josh
Raymond and joseph Sawyer.
The tech crew includes david
Corkum, lou-ellenCorkum and
Mary gahagan, with Pat haddock responsible for box office. .
This play is produced without intermission, so the audience is encouraged to arrive early to get set
with refreshments as well as have
time to complete an audiencesurvey. gateway Players kicked off
its 40th season with the youth theater production of “narniathe
Musical” in february. This adult
production will then be followed
with the june performances of
“night watch” a mystery-suspense production. for moreinformation, check www.gateway
players.orgor go to gateway Players page on facebook.

Copies of this magazine
are available
for pick up
all around
Sturbridge, Charlton
& The Brookfields
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PUBLISHER’SCOLUMN
By Paul Carr, Publisher

I

glOBAl fOCuS

BIBI wInS; ISRAel lOSeS

quietly criticized President Obama
in the early days of his first term for
not being more attentive to Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin “Bibi” netanyahu. now I see what Obama likely
knew then, and has probably known all
along: netanyahu’s word is worthless
because he is a world-class liar.

Courtesy deonsvsearth photo

policy, they should take it as a positive
and work to build on the policy to get
a two-state solution.” former Sen.
Mitchell then stated, “This is now very
painful for me to recall.”
hours after his pyrrhic victory last
month, netanyahu tried to walk back
his disclosure that there would never
be a Palestinian state as long as he was
Desperate Disclosure.
Prime Minister, claiming he in fact
In the waning moments of Israel’s
does endorse a two-state solution.
parliamentary election last month that
One other salient feature to Bibi’s
had Bibi struggling against his chief
curious win was his election day warnrival, Isaac herzog, he spilled the beans
ing that Arab-Israeli voters were
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin “Bibi” Netanyahu
to curry favor with the Israeli right wing
headed to the polls “in droves.” for
when he declared:
perspective, imagine a u.S. President overtly pitting the majority against
any segment of the u.S. electorate coming out to vote.
“As long as I am Prime Minister,
After Bibi tried to walk back on his disclosure, President Obama would
there will be
have none of it, saying he takes the man at his word concerning his earth
no Palestinian State.”
shattering flip flop that turned the tide on the election, and the president
expressed concern about Bibi’s singling out Arab-Israeli voters:
So ... all this time Bibi was playing the u.S. and the world, pre“... that kind of rhetoric is contrary to what is the best of Israel’s traditending to be working on a two-state solution. Trailing in the polls,
tions ... although Israel was founded based on the historic jewish homehe took this last minute skyhook of truth, and delivered a win for himland and the need to have a jewish homeland, Israeli democracy has been
self and the Israeli minority favoring extremism in Israel. his unveilpremised on everybody in the country being treated equally and fairly.
ing shot also made it clear that the Palestinian people have no partner.
And I think that is what’s best about Israeli democracy. If that is lost, then
The Prime Minister of Israel was conducting a six-year hoax and we
it not only gives ammunition to folks who don’t believe in a jewish state,
were all duped — all of us except Barack Obama and his administration.
but it also starts to erode the meaning of democracy in the country.”
It’s seems now to anyone paying attention that President Obama
may have known netanyahu was going through the motions for the
THE HARM TO ISRAEL
last six years, playing the u.S., trying to divert attention from the
Israel is about to become more isolated in the world. There are likely
Palestinian-Israeli peace process and focusing on Iran. And of course,
to be more efforts, particularly in europe, to boycott Israel. The u.S. has
our Republican-led lower house played right into Bibi’s hands, inviting
always exercised its veto of u.n. Security Council resolutions that were
him to use our house Chamber to undermine the American presiharmful to Israel. while our country may continue to veto wacko antident, whom they all hold in similar regard, presumably to help Bibi
zionist resolutions, now there could be support from the u.S. for strong
further his own game just days before the Israeli election.
condemnations against netanyahu’s rejection of a two-state solution,
which seems to be the widely perceived truth. This would be a huge and
U.S. DIPLOMACY EFFORTS MANIPULATED
distressing change — seeing the u.S. join with the rest of the world in isoIn 2009, after Bibi claimed with apparent sincerity that he favored
lating Israel.
a two-state solution, former u.S. Special envoy to the Middle east,
despite Bibi’s newly-hatched gaffes and the erosion of his standing in
Sen. george Mitchell, traveled to the region and met with the leaders
the world, at press time, Speaker of the house, john Boehner, (R-Ohio) is
of about 20 nations to help support Bibi’s claim.
heading to Israel, with a gaggle of other Republicans, where they will all
Mitchell recalled on the evening of netanyahu’s March 17 victory:
take what many expect is, in their minds, a victory lap with Bibi, which
“They said to me very bluntly that he was not telling the truth; he’s
brings to my mind the oft-uttered favorite adage of my own father: “Show
not sincere ... I argued that he is the Prime Minister, he had set the
me your friends and I’ll tell you what you are.”
THE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING
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Tax man taketh

I

t’s tax season. you probably didn’t
need a reminder of that, but, just
in case… It’s tax season. I have
known the man who does our taxes
for many, many years. In fact, I
probably should have added one
more ‘many’ to that last sentence.
My tax man is the smartest ‘math’
person I know. In fact, he was my
high school geometry teacher. unfortunately, he has never been able
to do the same with my tax return.
The following phone conversation with him is completely fictional,
but based on the cold, hard facts of
our tax system, and on my present
financial positon within that system.
for the sake of brevity and
anonymity, (I haven’t told my tax
guy I was writing this.) I will refer to
him as Tg, (which stands for tax
guy) and I will refer to myself as Me,
(which stands for me.) his real initials are B S. yes, B.S.
Tg: “well… your refund isn’t as
big as it usually is.”
Me: “Oh. Please be gentle when
you tell me what it is.”
Tg: “It’s about a quarter of what
it was last time.”
Me: “A Quarter?”
Tg: “well, you made too much
money last year. you had some untaxed income.”
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Me: “I know I had untaxed income, but you’re the smartest math
guy I know, and that was the idea,
and I thought you would take care
of that for me. you know… make it
disappear or something.”
Tg: “well… That’s just it. you
would have had a bigger refund if
you hadn’t earned all that money.”
Me: “what do you mean, All
that money? I don’t even have any
of that money left. It wasn’t that
much, anyway. It’s gone, and now
you’re saying I can’t even get a decent sized refund? And I earned it
working evenings. Isn’t there a deduction for working evenings?”
Tg: “nope, you can’t deduct for
working evenings. But you had all
that extra money to spend. what
did you do with it?”
Me: “I guess I blew it on stupid
stuff like heating oil and food.”
Tg: “So, you got to use the
money. Isn’t that a good thing?”
Me: “I suppose so. I gOT to
use it? what do you mean, I gOT
to use it? wasn’t it My money?”
Tg: “well, some of it was.”
Me: “But I spent all that time
doing that extra job, (evenings, pant,
pant,) so that we would have extra
money.”
Tg: “you could always quit the

extra job. Then your refund would
be bigger next year, if that’s what
you want. Or you could put some of
the ‘extra’ money away to pay next
year’s taxes, since that employer
doesn’t deduct taxes from your pay.
That would help.”
Me: “So… how much would I
need to put away? what is the tax
rate on that money?”
Tg: “The rate is 38%.”
Me: “Thirty eight percent?
ThIRTy eIghT percent? nO!
That’s a third of the money!
Tg: “That’s right. But then you
would be in a better position at tax
time.”
Me: “This is awful! They’re
going to take almost half of my
money! I feel like I can’t win.”
Tg: “That’s because you can’t
win.”
Tg: “Oh. One more thing. last
year was the last year you can claim
your son on your taxes.”
Me: “what? It’s the last year I
can what? But why?”
Tg: “Because that’s the way it is.
he’s 21 now. you can’t claim him
again.”
Me: “But he lives with us. we
buy his food. he watches our Tv…
more than I do. he uses our shower,
(sometimes.) he sleeps here. he

washes his clothes here, (sometimes.)
I make his lunch every morning, just
like in high school. I help him
change the oil in his car. I… I…”
Tg: “That doesn’t matter.”
Me: “why?”
Tg: “Because it doesn’t.”
Me: “Are you sure?”
Tg: “Trust me. I’m sure.”
Me: “why should I trust you?”
Tg: “Because I’m the tax guy. I
know this stuff.”
Me: “I need to go. Someone’s at
the door. I think we just got another
oil delivery.”
Tg: “Okay. well, here’s what
you owe me for the tax return.”
Me: “That’s a little more than
last year.”
Tg: “your tax return required
36 forms this time.” (This part is not
fictional.)
Me: “why? what? 36 forms?
whatever happened to doing our
taxes on a postcard?”
Tg: “The forms are mostly because of your extra job that earned
you all that ‘extra’ money.
(Chuckle.) Besides, no one uses
postcards anymore.”
Me: “Okay. I guess.”
Tg: “just send me a check when
you can. And remember, it’s tax deductible.”
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BOOKREVIEW

Zero to One: Notes on Startups,
or How to Build the Future

RevIewed By RIChARd MORChOe

By Peter Thiel with Blake Masters
Crown Business, 2014
Hardcover, 195 pages
ISBN-10: 0804139296
ISBN-13: 978-0804139298
List: $27.00 Amazon: $16.20

The future to which Peter Thiel
would direct us

I

n this country, competition is enshrined as almost
a sacrament. It is loved so much that when it
does not work, there is the obsession to create the
“level playing field.” There is no one to say a good
word for the opposite condition, monopoly.
well, the heretic Peter Thiel has come along to
sing its praises. Monopoly has a bad name, connected with robber barons and purchasers of influence. That is not what Thiel is talking about.
Rather, the author is about creating. That is, the
going from zero to One, or making something
where before there was nothing. zero to one; notes
On Startups, Or how To Build The future is just
that, a book about building the future that Thiel
wrote from notes taken by his student, Blake Masters.
Peter Thiel should have been the last man to
write the book. his existence had been that of a
winner in American competitive life until it wasn’t.

Thiel had been top of his class in just about any
school he attended.
when you are a star at a major American
university such as Stanford the next move is a
top law school, again Stanford. he was shortlisted for a possible clerkship by not just one, but
two supreme court justices. That’s a position
that marks a future at the top of the American
legal system.
Thiel got lucky in his quest. he didn’t get
the job.
Instead, he would coalesce with some friends,
many from Stanford. The team would build
PayPal and it would make them all wealthy.
As the author would reflect, had he clerked,
“I would probably have spent my entire career
taking deposition or drafting other people’s
business deals instead of creating anything new.
COnTInued On fOllOwIng PAge

The Top Two Rules of Home Buying:
1. Location, Location, Location
2. Get a Savers Bank Home Loan

Our Residential Lending Specialists will fit you
with the best home loan for your needs.
Contact us today for a Simply Better
borrowing experience.

Simply Beer.

Offer of credit is subject to credit approval.
saversbank.com t 800.649.3036
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The future according to Peter Thiel
COnTInued fROM PRevIOuS PAge

It’s hard to say how much would be different,
but the opportunity costs were enormous. All
Rhodes Scholars had a great future in their
past.”
his point is well taken. we don't want a
supreme court of judicial dullards, but should
not our best and brightest be innovating the future instead of regulating the present?
just how important is this? China and India
have burgeoning economies with large and rising middle classes. They aspire to a lifestyle
similar to ours. There is, however, a problem.
Billions of people means that if it is done only
using the tools we have today, the result will be
an environmental catastrophe. Innovation is
imperative.
Is that happening? The author makes it
clear, “The smartphones that distract us from
our surroundings also distract us from the fact
that our surroundings are strangely old: only
computers and communications have improved dramatically since mid-century.”
This is in contrast to the expectations of the
1950s where people looked forward to, “a fourday workweek, energy too cheap to meter, and
vacations on the moon.”
There is much going on, but how much is
important? True, there are some high profile
monopolies out there that are not exploiting
the masses. facebook is one. Is that something
that has advanced civilization? google has
saved untold hours in research as anyone who

8
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“The smartphones
that distract us
from our surroundings
also distract us from
the fact that our
surroundings are s
trangely old:
only computers
and communications
have improved
dramatically
since mid-century.”
PETER THIEL, AUTHOR

had to go to the library in the stone age about
a decade or so ago remembers. how important is that?
Though he makes the case that our tech age
may not live up to the hype, he also notes, it
better start, “Today our challenge is to both
TO nexT PAge
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fROM PRevIOuS PAge

imagine and create the new technologies
that can make the 21st century more peaceful and prosperous than the 20th.” yes, and
we need hurry, the current century is already
even less peaceful that the bloody 20th.
despite the doom and gloom, he does get
to writing about building a startup. his book
is informative on how to go about it and the
culture inherent in such enterprises. Be forewarned, if you are not a genius already, your
idea may not automatically get venture capital funding despite your fidelity to the ideas
expressed in zero to One.
So what does the the budding monopolist
need to succeed. The first great advantage
Thiel suggests is Proprietary Technology.
who can argue that? for example, google's
computer code for search is sort of like
Coke's recipe. unless you can better it, as
they say in gotham, fuggedaboutit.
network effects. facebook and linkedIn
have it. If your peers are on the network,
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you are probably too.
A startup should also be able to achieve
economies of Scale. you really can't do too
much in a service business, but for a Twitter
getting to 250 million users in no time, scale
is baked into the design.
According to Thiel, “creating a strong
brand is a powerful way to create a monopoly.” As a Branding success, he cites Apple.
he really doesn't say how to get there, but
gives yahoo as an example of what isn't
working.
The final section in the chapter on building a startup discusses the advantage of
being the last mover. One might think being
the first mover is most important. Remember though, yahoo was the first mover in
search and the big player for a while.
google came along and displaced them and
has never been elsewhere but at the top.
This is Thiel's point, “to make the last great
development in a specific market and enjoy
years of monopoly profits.”

So that's all you need to become a tech
star. Assemble your team and get to work.
Obviously, there is more to it. Still, Thiel's
book is a good overview of the process.
zero to One is not really a how to tome,
though there might be a young genius who
could read the book, quit MIT and come up
with the next big thing. Thiel's book is a
wide ranging discussion of the startup culture, the economy and the political and social environment. It is a great and important
read, even though the author is a bit suspect
as he didn't drop out of school as did the
more successful examples, Steve jobs, Bill
gates and larry ellison.
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QUALITYOFLIFE

fter nearly two hours of deliberating whether motocross was a “recreational”
activity, the Charlton zoning Board
of Appeals (zBA) voted March 10 to
continue discussion of an appeal to
the SunSet City project.
Ronald and virginia Charette,
abutters to the site, are appealing
zoning enforcement Officer (zeO)
Curtis Meskus’ january 5 opinion
that motosports is allowed in an agricultural zone. At press time, the
Charlton zBA was set to continue
discussion on the appeal at 7 p.m.,
March 31 in dexter hall at the
Charlton library.
SunSet City Recreational and Motocross Park is a 150-space campground and recreational motocross
park that is proposed to sit on 23
acres of land off Brookfield Road in
Charlton. Once home to Sunset hill
farm, the heavily wooded property is

10 THE STURBRIDGE TIMES MAGAZINE

near the Sturbridge town line, just
off ladd Road. The project is part
of a development by SunSet City
Inc., which is owned by Charlton
residents Russell g. jennings, Brent
Sellew and Brant jennings.
The project has proponents and
supporters. Residents from Charlton, Sturbridge and east Brookfield
who live in close proximity of the
site oppose the project, specifically
the motocross aspect. They have
formed Residents Against noise and
Traffic (RAnT; www.rantics.org),
and say the development has the potential for “excessive noise and traffic.” They contend that if the
project is approved, the “quality of
life and property values will decrease significantly, and year round
traffic will dramatically increase.”
They have posted an online petition
(ipetitions.com) against the project
to gather signatures.

Charlton Board of Appeals
continues discussion
on SunSet City Recreational
and Motocross Park
By STePhAnIe RIChARdS

S

upporters have expressed that
motocross is a family sport and
would be a good fit for the community. A website, not affiliated with
SunSet City, has been created
(www.sunsetcitycharlton.com) that
highlights benefits of the development. They have posted their own
online petition (gopetition.com) in
support of the project.
About 70 people attended the
zBA meeting March 10 appealing
Meskus’ opinion that motocross is
an allowed “recreational use”
under the town’s bylaws. The
meeting began with zBA Chair
frank lombardi reading the legal
facts and findings of attorneys
from both sides as well as several
letters from residents opposed to
the project. A debate then ensued
over the definition of “recreational” and members were frustrated because the town bylaw is
vague, citing things like hunting
and fishing. zBA Board Member
Barry fisher said he interprets the
bylaw as vehicles used for recreational purposes and didn’t see it
as supporting motorized vehicles

(of this type) in an agricultural
area. Member Bill johnson questioned whether motocross could
be seen as a professional sport
and not recreational. lombardi
said, “where do you error on the
side of…either being prohibitive
or allowable? I may not like it in
my mind the way it falls, but I
would probably error on allowing the landowner to do something for this proposed use. I
think the bylaw is open enough
and I don’t think we can say it is
prohibitive (of motocross).”
But Charette contends the
zBA discussion never addressed
the basis of his actual appeal,
which was that motocross is not
a “passive” recreational activity.
“The point of the appeal was ignored and it is unfair to both
sides. Our attorney already said
in a previous meeting that a
recreational activity is anything
that brings pleasure to someone.
Our contention is that the zoning bylaw definition speaks to
things like hunting, fishing and
camping, which are passive ac-
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tivities,” Charette said. “The appeal process also
calls for each side to present their cases and the
zBA to call witnesses. none of that was done.
we are hopeful the zBA will get back to the base
of the appeal.”
A zBA decision on the appeal must be made
100 days after the date of filing, but an extension
may be made by written agreement between the
applicant and the board. when a vote is taken,
zBA Board member leonard Cardinal, jr. will
be recused because he owns property within 300
feet of the proposed SunSet City site and is presumed to have a financial interest under the
Massachusetts’ Conflict of Interest law, lombardi said. under Chapter 40A, section 15, four
votes of a five member zBA are required to reverse any order or decision by an administrative
official. “So if a member of the Board makes a
motion to reverse the zoning enforcement (officer) decision, then all four members must con-
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cur,” he said.
If the decision is not overturned, the
Charette’s can pursue a judicial review process
in court. SunSet City Inc. representatives could
also go to court if the decision would go the
other way. “If it is not upheld, we (RAnT) will
continue to take the appeal as far as it can go in
court, although it is not our contention to hurt
fellow taxpayers (with legal fees),” Charette said.
Meanwhile, the site plan proposal continues
to work its way through the Charlton Planning
Board for approval. In previous meetings, public
hearings were held on site civil engineering and

traffic analysis for the project. A public hearing
on noise analysis will be held at 7:15 p.m., April
1, at the Charlton Middle School. At that time,
the Planning Board will discuss a review completed for SunSet City Inc. by Cavanaugh Tocci
Associates, Inc. of Sudbury that includes “applicable noise regulations, baseline acoustic survey and computer modeling to estimate sound
levels at the nearest residential receptor.” It concludes, “the acoustic impact of the proposed
Complex is negligible. Motocross sound levels
would comply with the applicable MassdeP
COnTInued On PAge
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INSIDE BANKING
By TINA PRIOR
AVP, DEPOSIT SERVICES
SAVERS BANK

P

T

RO FESSIONAL A DVICE
FROM A LOCAL
BANKING EXECUTIVE
FO R READERS O F
H E ST URBRIDGE TIM ES
MAGAZINE

O

ne of the most important aspects of our lives
is planning for our retirement years. you’ve
gone through the stages of life: school, first job, family,
children, college, expanded family and finally, you realize that it’s getting to that time where you’ll retire.
Along the way, you’ve invested in your retirement
through various products including your employer
sponsored retirement plan and individual retirement
accounts and now you find yourself at the crossroads
of making sense of it all.
Managing Multiple Accounts
It’s at this point that you’re wondering how are
you going to manage all of those separate retirement
plans. while it may be tempting to simply leave these
accounts alone, you should consider incorporating
all of your options at this point. One option is to consolidate your retirement accounts.
Why You Should Explore Consolidating
Many people want one easy method to manage
their retirement funds by moving them into one manageable plan or product. here are some of the benefits of consolidating your retirement funds:
• Ease of management. This is probably the single

12 THE STURBRIDGE TIMES MAGAZINE

Consider the benefits to
retirement account consolidation
biggest reason to consolidate. Any changes, from
basic administration to the ones listed below, are
so much easier under one roof.
• Ease of updating beneficiaries if necessary. while
this is your retirement, it’s also your legacy. This
makes sure your loved ones get your funds in the
event of your death.
• Single point-of-contact for servicing. If changes
or question arise about your account, it’s much
easier to have a single local contact than multiple
phone numbers throughout the country.
• Simplified tax statements. not only does this
make tax time easier, but also saves some trees and
filing cabinet room.
• Potential for higher returns on your investments.
Since you can pay more attention to your portfolio, you can spend more time monitoring it and
talking to advisors.
• Required minimum distributions management.
Once you reach retirement age, you have to pull
a minimum amount from your retirement accounts. Accounting is a lot easier with just one.
There are two major types of consolidation:
moving the funds accumulated with an old employer to a new one in a process known as rollover,

or consolidating funds in an Individual Retirement
Account.
Rollover Consolidation
If you have an existing 401(k) (or other Qualified employer Plan) with your previous company
or if your new company also provides 401(k) benefits you can usually perform a rollover. This is a
movement of funds invested with the old account
over to the new 401(k). This is better than simply
cashing out and reinvesting, as no tax event occurs
(you do not need to pay taxes on the funds you
rolled over from the old account).
IRA Consolidation
you may already have established an IRA from
an existing qualified retirement benefits package
from your current or previous employers. just like
with a 401(k), most previous retirement accounts
can be consolidated into one account. even if you
don’t currently have an IRA, a new account can
be set up and your current retirement funds transferred over, and much like with a 401(k), these
funds will not be taxed. An advantage of the IRA
COnTInued On nexT PAge
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Motocross controversy
COnTInued fROM PAge
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is the scope of investment: not only do they usually
cover all the funds you had in your 401(k) plan, but
they also may have more asset classes and financial
instruments that you wouldn’t have access to. There
are many types of IRA variants, including Roth,
SIMPle, and SeP.
Getting Help with Consolidation
how you consolidate your retirement funds depend on where those funds are currently held and
it can be a complicated process. Many people depend on a financial Advisor to guide them through
the process of managing their retirement funds to
help ensure that they are financially sound for their
retirement years. It’s important to pick the right
bank, ideally a local community bank where you
can be assured that you’ll be working with the same
person for years to come. n
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noise regulation, and would not appreciably increase day-night average sound
levels already present in the community.”
however, the Planning Board’s peer
review completed by harris Miller
Miller & hanson Inc. highlights points
of contention. It states that sound levels
from racing “would not be in compliance with the MassdeP noise policy regarding increases in existing ambient
l90 sound levels.” It also summarizes
that in “rural areas where daytime
background sound levels are in the 30s
or 40s dBA or decibel (similar to the
Charlton community), sound levels
from vehicle racing that are in the 60s
or 70s can be very intrusive and highly
objectionable. Such noise intrusion
often leads to legal action if it occurs on
a regular basis, such as every weekend.”
After the noise review April 1, Sun-

set City Inc. will have to appear back
before the Planning Board to address
the civil engineering, traffic and noise
revisions or concerns, according to
Town Planner Alan gordon. There is
no timeframe for how long the process
will take. n
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Central Mass. is sixth largest direct
farm-to-consumer market in nation
By Stephanie Richards
Something has been taking root in worcester
County and you might say it is becoming organic.
There are 1,500 farms located here now, more
than any other area in the state. And, it is the
sixth largest direct farm to consumer market in
the united States.
Agriculture in the area is a stronghold and
presents marketing and networking possibilities.
Trish Settles of Central Mass grown, and
Clarence Snyder, the organization’s Interim director and owner of MgR farm (Brookfield) saw
an opportunity. last year, the two met with Central Mass South Chamber representatives about
working cooperatively to build an awareness of
farming and connect farmers with other partners, and seeds were immediately planted. “we
were interested in the agricultural assets of the
area, but not sure what to do to help. Once we
met with Trish and Clarence, the idea of a farmto-Table forum came together as a way to share
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information and provide networking opportunities. The timing was right and everything came
together,” said Alexandra Mcnitt, executive director of the Central Mass South Chamber.
About 70 farmers, restaurant owners, and
other representatives attended the farm-toTable forum held March 16 at Old Sturbridge
village. The event was made possible through a
Regional economic development Organization
(RedO) grant from the Massachusetts Office of
Business development (MOBd). “we invited
farmers, and representatives from restaurants,
hotels, bed and breakfasts, schools, and businesses,” Mcnitt said. “This was a good way to
support farms and the area in general; if they
are more successful it helps everyone. It was also
an opportunity to promote locally grown, sustainable organic products in places like school
systems.”
The forum included a panel discussion featuring Stromberg; Mike Pineo, owner and oper-
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ator of Pineo family farm in Sterling; joan
walker, Owner of walker farm in new Braintree, and Brian Treitman, owner of B.T.’s Smokehouse in Sturbridge.
Attendees also had an interactive discussion on
several topics including the appeal of a local food
hub, resources and infrastructure needed to expand connections between farmers and partners,
and the benefits of agritourism and social media.
The forum wrapped up with networking.
Trietman, who is also first vice chair of the
Central Mass South Chamber Board, has a strong
interest in supporting local farms, bringing their
products to his restaurant, and implementing a
variety of sustainability practices. “The last eight
years, I have tried to educate my customers on
what real barbeque is and have introduced pig
and lamb raised locally in small quantities; it is
something people are willing to pay a little more
for,” he said. “I have done two dinners for lettuce
Be local and will be involved again with one this
summer. lynn is getting me a locally raised, whole
cow to take apart and prepare. It is all about local
partnerships.”
Requests for local produce and meat are grow-

Lettuce Be Local
860.428.5260; Lettucebelocal.com
On Facebook “Lettuce Be Local”
ing and Treitman said he is trying to accommodate
them as much as possible. he said the movement
toward buying and consuming locally grown products is refreshing. “In my conversations with representatives from lettuce Be local and Central
Mass grown, farms are really trying to reach out
and sell stuff. This is not a new concept to me as I
have done it in other areas of the country. If it is
grown in your own backyard (so to speak), it makes
sense to buy local,” said Treitman, who also
worked as a chef in various napa County, California restaurants. “I think we are the conduit to hold
people’s hands to make the connections they need
to purchase more products locally, make it a growing need and promote sustainability practices. It

Central Mass Grown
508.459.3320; centralmassgrown.org
On Facebook “Central Mass Grown”
has been working in other areas, such as the Pioneer valley, but for some reason this area has
been stunted until now. The demand is here, it
is a reality and it can be met.”
Central Mass Grown
last October, the Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission (CMRPC) and
the Montachusett Regional Planning Commission (MRPC) received a $60,000 grant from the
department of Agricultural Resources to start
Central Mass grown (CMg), an initiative to
highlight the farms of Central Massachusetts.
Its mission is “to promote the purchase of local
COnTInued On fOllOwIng PAge
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farm-to-table opportunities abound in our region
COnTInued fROM PRevIOuS PAge

agricultural products and to foster the education
about its benefits to health, communities, the economy and the environment.”
just six month old, Central Mass grown was
born out of the Rural eleven Prioritization Project,
an effort of the CMRPC to define priority protection areas, priority development areas, and significant priority transportation improvements. “After
the Rural eleven Project was completed, we realized
a lot more could be done on collaborative marketing, and agritourism. Our purpose is to educate and
connect farmers, consumers and the general public.
we are doing this through capitalizing on partnerships, like the one with the Central Mass South
Chamber,” said Settles, noting the organization is in
the process of applying for non-profit status.
Central Mass grown has an interim board, led
by Snyder as the director, and held its first annual
meeting at Tower hill Botanical garden last month.
A number of farms, nurseries, restaurants, retailers,
caterers, distributers, wholesalers and individuals
have signed on in support…to the tune of 150 partners in the region.
The organization is creating an online database,
producing a directory and creating a mobile app to
spread the word about Central Mass farms. “we are
printing 10,000 copies on the first run of the directory and plan to have them in chambers, tourism
councils and other prominent locations. we also

hope to have a phone app created by the end of this
year that highlights farms at your fingertips,” Settles
said. “we have to build an awareness of local products. Shopping local is not as intuitive as you might
think. It is really about shifting a mindset and changing the perspective about local farms. It is about patronizing restaurants that use local products. One
purchase can do so much.”
Although the number of farms in worcester
County is said to be 1,500, Settles said she thinks that
number is a low estimate and sees the economic opportunity that comes with promoting them. “There
are a lot of small guys like beekeepers and wood lot
owners,” said Settles, who is the organization’s founding member and a Principal Planner at CMRPC.
“There is a lot of momentum compared to a year
ago. The goal is more than maintaining the rural
character of the pretty landscape here; it is about the
large number of farms and the economic development that comes with them.”

Lettuce Be Local
you could say Stromberg came from the other side
of the table. with a background in hospitality, she
worked in hotels, events and catering, and at restaurants. The catalyst for her pursuit of creating a local
food hub came when she was working another job
full-time and helped launch a farm-to-Table (where
food comes direct from local farms) restaurant. “It
was supposed to be a farm-to-Table restaurant, but

blossom.
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in the end it wasn’t. It was food fraud. On
the culinary side, a lot of people say farmto-Table, but maybe only two ingredients
are included,” she said.
In 2012, Stromberg and her husband cofounded lettuce Be local, which began as
a test pilot and now has evolved into a working business as a local food hub for the Central Massachusetts region. located in
Sterling Massachusetts, it is dedicated to
supporting both sustainable agriculture and
culinary talent. The organization fosters
working relationships with farmers, supports
their needs, and connects them with anyone
who has an interest in preparing, cooking,
and presenting nutritious local food. It runs
seven days a week and helps source products
from 55 farms. “My husband and I cofounded lettuce Be local because there is
value in what the agricultural community
does here. It is economic development to
buy locally and retain a customer base and
for the consumer to be able to tell what farm
the product came from,” she said. “A central
food hub eliminates the need for people to
connect and lets farmers be farmers and
chefs be chefs.”
The lettuce Be local website has an
availability chart, based on past seasons, that
provides consumers (like chefs, school districts, etc.) with availability of ingredients
from farms each month. It includes choices
for craft (i.e. honey, maple syrup, trail mix),
fresh herbs (i.e. basil, mint, rosemary,
thyme), dried herbs (i.e. garlic powder, parsley, sae and tarragon), fruit (i.e. apples, blueberries peaches, strawberries, watermelon),
and vegetables (i.e. beans, beets, cabbage
carrots, lettuce, onions, peas, peppers, potatoes, radishes, squash, tomatoes).
Consumers can place orders online but
a big part of Stromberg’s role is communication about the actual need. She talks with
chefs and other consumers to determine
what the product is needed for (i.e. carrots
needed to make stew versus carrot sticks)
and if there is a supply to fill it. If there is
product, she sets up a delivery schedule and
will bring the order to the consumer. Right
now, she delivers to this area on wednesdays. “Many people have said I could make
a go of being a food hub for Boston, but I
THE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING

don’t have any interest,” she said. “we work here,
eat here and want this (food hub) to happen right
here.”
To build resources and awareness, the organization has held farm-to-Table dinners and sponsored its first Annual Appeal local farmer
dinner, where all the food served came direct
from local sources (except the coffee). Stromberg
has three chefs, including Treitman, confirmed
for this year’s Appeal local farmer dinner, to be
held july 26 at Mesa farm in Rutland. Tickets
are $99 for the event.
Overlook Farm
linda hart didn’t really have any farming experience, just some exposure to tending to flower
gardens. “I became a Type 1 diabetic after a severe car accident damaged my pancreas. I am determined to eat well, which includes non-gMO
(genetically modified organisms),” she said.
A retired nurse/director of education from
harrington hospital, she set out on a mission to

provide quality food to the area. Three years ago,
she became farm manager for Overlook farm in
Brookfield, owned by her brother Mark ledoux.
Built in 1790, the farm was a good opportunity to
meet her vision of preventative health through
good nutrition and education. Among what the
farm produces are fruits, vegetables and dairy,
cheese and free-range eggs. “It’s in infancy steps
now. I started out with a little round table and umbrella and moved up to temporary farm stands.
now we are building a post and beam retail stand,”
said hart, who employs five staff. “I think education
is very important and am looking to bring more
people to the farm, walk it, see the greenhouses and
take an egg from one of the chicken coops. I want
to be a welcoming farm, and am very interested in
agritourism.”
A year ago, Overlook farm had 20 members in their Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) but that number has risen significantly to 100
this year through some promotion through the
Central Mass South Chamber. CSA’s are a way for

the public to invest in a share of the harvest from
a farm and benefit from farm direct products
while supporting local growers.
last year, she connected with Stromberg at
lettuce Be local and says it changed her life.
“lynn came to the farm, helped me set pricing
and then connected me with others. Brian (Treitman) at B.Ts Smokehouse joined the CSA last
year. This year, I found peach heirloom tomatoes
to grow for him. It is a genuine good mission,”
hart said. “lynn really puts a lot of time in. Initially, I was delivering produce myself twice a
week, watching staff and running the retail end
of things – I didn’t have time to fulfill my mission. now I can focus on education…cooking,
recipes and bringing people to the farm.”
hart said the forum was a good opportunity
for farmers to meet farmers and develop other
connections. “farmers working together with
farmers is important to everyone’s success,” she
said. “There are enough people locally to support it.” n
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Selectmen to vote this month; transition to Comcast may occur by mid-year

Sturbridge negotiates 10-year contract with Charter
By Stephanie Richards
It looks like Charter Communications will be providing cable service to Sturbridge for another decade,
with a contract proposal on the table that is expected
go before the Board of Selectman (BOS) this month.
Sturbridge’s Cable Advisory Committee members,
along with Interim Town Administrator Suzanne
kennedy and Attorney Bill August have been negotiating the new contract. It includes $100,000 to the

town upon the contract signing and another
$100,000 at the fifth year. That money can be used
to purchase, lease, or improve Public, educational
and governmental (Peg) Access equipment and facilities.
negotiations have focused on enhancing live feeds
for the Public Access Channel and a bigger senior
discount, according to john Clancey, chair of the
Cable Advisory Committee. “Right now, there are

live feeds from Tantasqua high School
(Sturbridge residents only), the Town hall
and the Center Office Building. fiber
cable needs to be run both inside and outside to do this at Burgess elementary,”
Clancey said. “The Burgess School Committee holds its meetings on-site and cabling would allow those meetings to be
broadcast live. Right now, the outside cabling to the elementary school has been
pushed back on Charter’s end until next
year. we will be responsible for doing the
inside work and plan on using vocational
students at Tantasqua high School to
keep costs down. The goal is to go live
with as many local things as possible in
the near future.”
The town would also like to broadcast
the Tantasqua Regional School Board
meetings that are held at the junior high.
Clancey said Charter has a fiber optic
cable that goes between the junior high
and high School and if the town pays for
the junction points, the school board
meetings could be broadcast live too.
The committee was unsuccessful in
their attempt to get a discount for seniors
on the new digital cable box fee. Senior
Citizens or handicapped residents curCOnTInued On PAge
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Charlton author helps others get “unstuck” from negative feelings

O

By Amanda Collins
ver the next two months, best-selling
author and life coach gayle Suzanne
is leading classes in north Brookfield’s Adult
education Program, teaching people to get
“unstuck.”
It’s all about energy and perception, she
says, explaining that the approach we take
to life can lead us to healing and growth, or
keep us stuck where we are. In April and
May she’ll teach classes that offer tools to
move forward – simple shifts she knows
work, because they’re the techniques she
used to “unstick” herself.
Suzanne, of Charlton, is a happy wife,
proud mother, successful published author
and an award-winning member of the International Coaching federation, but life
wasn’t always so rosy. her childhood was
plagued by bullying and emotional abuse,
her mother struggled with alcohol, and her
self-esteem always seemed to sag. She dealt
with heartache and rejection, and went
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through a painful divorce.
“during most of my early years I had a nagging
feeling that I was damaged and not good enough.
I dreamed of a life where I felt happy but became
resolved in thinking that a great life was meant for
other but not for me,” she said.
Somewhere between the life she lived then and
the one she enjoys now, Suzanne began to take
small steps to improve her circumstances. Sometimes that meant looking at things from a different
perspective, or “seeing life through a different
lens,” as she puts it. Other times it meant finding
meaning in and appreciating small seemingly trivial things.
Throughout her life, Suzanne chronicled her
journey from feeling hopeless to feeling blessed in
personal journals. A few years ago when she was

about to turn 50, Suzanne realized she had compiled a lifetime of lessons in the importance of
the little things.
“I just thought, ‘this is some good stuff,’” she
said. “I realized all the things I’d learned in my
life could probably give some other people hope.”
with her mind set on authoring book but without the time to actually write it, Suzanne bought
a $10 tape recorder that she talked into on commute to work. She “wrote” most of her book “It’s
In The little Things,” from the driver’s seat of
her car and while her goal was always to help others, she found the endeavor was quite healing for
herself as well.
Suzanne published the book in december
2013, and was shocked when it rose to be a best
COnTInued On PAge
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SUPPLEMENTARY NEEDS TRUST
chunk of cash with no strings attached is
the last thing a young person with a drug
problem needs. he’ll smoke it, shoot it or pop it
down to nothing. And he might die in the
process. Same is true for a young person who
can’t manage his money, or one who is sick or incapacitated.
yet a chunk of cash with no strings attached
is exactly what many young people get when
their parents die. The alternative is to attach
some strings by using what’s called a supplementary needs trust.
Rather than give the money to their children
when they die, the money goes to the trust and
is managed by a trustee. That trustee can be the
troubled child’s more responsible sibling, or
uncle or friend, anyone the parents “trust” (thus
the name).
The trust can say whatever the parents want
it to. It can give the money to the troubled child
when he reaches a certain age, or when the
trustee determines he is clean and sober, or not
at all if he doesn’t beat the addiction by a certain
age.
It can also contain language that says it can’t
be used for anything that a government assistance program would provide, thereby keeping
the troubled eligible for rehab, disability, housing
and other government programs.
finally, for the child who can’t seem to stop
spending money, the trust can specifically exclude the funds from being used to pay creditors.
It’s not a perfect solution, but for parents who
want to make sure the money doesn’t end up
doing their children no good, or maybe even
doing more harm than good, it’s often the best
alternative.
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MUSINGS FROM LONG HILL

s

CALL ME CRAZY OR SOMETHING
BY RICHARD MORCHOE

here is a vast population of high functioning
people who harbor ideas that seem valid, but
are delusional. They are everywhere, including
the highest levels of government and business.
This class are our friends and relatives, and sadly,
you and I need only look in the mirror to meet
them.
The folks under discussion are not people who
need to be cared for. Most can rise in the morning,
competently dress and go to a business or place of
employment and spend the day doing useful work.
Many attain success in their chosen field.
what is the horrible malady victimizing our
population? It is not insanity. The afflicted need
not be restrained from doing harm to themselves
or others. At large, they are not a threat to public
order. Indeed there is no description of the condition in the dSM-5 (diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental disorders, 5th edition, it is
used to diagnose and classify mental disorders).
As pervasive as it is, there is almost no discussion
of it anywhere. The only thing to be done was to
engage the resources of our official think tank, The
long hill Institute for the Study of heretofore
unrecognized Psychological Conditions (I live on
long hill if you don’t get the reference).
A wonderful aspect of this institute is its shootfrom-the-hip methodology, meaning there are
never interminable hours of research. A name for
the condition and a definition of terms were arrived at almost instantaneously.

Thus we have unsanity, that is, a condition
where an individual believes feelings are
thoughts, facts or arguments.
your columnist is himself a victim. I firmly
hold that ingesting huge quantities of Stonyfield
Creme Caramel Ice Cream is healthy because
it's organic. even worse, I trust and act on the
advertisement that says “guinness is good for
you” because they wouldn't let them say that if
it weren't true.
The cognitive aberrations of a scribbler at a
regional magazine are of no import in the great
world. however, when people of position pontificate wildly, it should give us pause.
Marie harf is deputy spokesperson at State.
In that position she has the unenviable job of
defending administration foreign policy. In a
well-reported exchange with Chris Matthews,
Ms. harf suggested; “we cannot win this war
by killing them. we cannot kill our way out of
this war. we need in the medium to longer term
to go after the root causes that leads people to
join these groups, whether it’s lack of opportunity for jobs.”
So that's all it takes to win the war on Terror,
a jobs program. forget that the guy known as
jihadi john, who beheads the hostages, is a
highly employable tech grad. Also put aside
when suicide bombers blow themselves up they
are yelling “Allahu Akbar” and not “if only I
AdjACenT PAge
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had a job at goldman Sachs or flipping burgers or working as a
spokesflack at foggy Bottom.”
Marie, and one might guess a lot of
Americans, might find it hard to grasp
that not everyone in the world just
wants wage slavery. They would be
well advised to read george Orwell's
review of Mein kampf. Orwell, a man
who was not unsane, noted that hitler
said, “"I offer you struggle, danger and
death," and as a result a whole nation
flings itself at his feet.” The lovely life
of happy self-actualization the west offers is not a universal aspiration. There
is no lack of people who find it empty.
Then again, The Allies were able
to disabuse germany of the notion by
killing one heck of a lot of them over
five years.
Ms. harf accused her critics of not
being able to understand “too nuanced an argument.” that would seem
to be a new way of saying “I was taken
out of context” except that she said it
with not a little confidence. On long
hill, we agree the war is not going to
be won by killing, but neither is the
universal jobs idea a winner. If after
almost a decade and a half, all we
seem to get is more war, maybe the
game is not worth it. That's no more
an unsane conclusion than any other.
despite the fact that we have savaged conservatives such as Ann Coulter, howie Carr and Mitt Romney in
the pages of this magazine, there is the
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view extant that we are running a
militia up on long hill. Thus, we feel
it incumbent on us to search to starboard for unsanity. fortunately, our
country is a target rich environment
across the board.
The Capo di Tutti Capi of conservative talk is a prime example of the
phenomenon. Rush limbaugh rose
to prominence in the early 90s when
shilling for gulf war I. he has always been a self-proclaimed champion of liberty. his show is one long
paean to freedom.
until it is time to hide under the
bed in fear. According to Mr. freedom, in light of the Snowden revelations, “Our civil liberties are worthless
if we are dead! If you are dead and
pushing up daisies, if you're sucking
dirt inside a casket, do you know what
your civil liberties are worth? zilch,
zero, nada.” True enough as nothing
matters at that point other than how
you lived your life. The Institute here
can only render a diagnosis of grand
Mal unsanity.
The Institute can do little to help
the high and mighty with the condition no matter how pervasive it is
among the elite. we are here for the
citizenry of our region even if the fee
structure has not been set and we are
a bit fuzzy on treatment. however, if
a client is not satisfied, we offer a complimentary dish of ice cream or pint
of stout. your choice. n
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HEALTH&NUTRITION
By Lisa Bouley, MS

A

Sturbridge Times Magazine Staﬀ Nutritionist

we’re wise to take advantage of our local produce

pril is a month filled with new beginnings.
The buds appear on the trees. The threat of
snow diminishes and then disappears altogether, as
warmer weather replaces the cold of winter. Seeing
new life all around us, we are inspired to become
new, “spring cleaning” our houses and our bodies,
getting rid of what no longer is needed or ideal.
Could there be a better month to celebrate earth
day and to ponder the effect of our choices on both
our bodies and the planet as a whole?
earth day is a day dedicated to environmental
protection. every chemical we pour down the sink
goes back into the earth. This year, take spring
cleaning of your home to a new level. Consider
going through the products in your home, carefully
reading the ingredients. This is an opportunity to
really think about what goes into the products you
use regularly. with the help of the internet, one
can find out about potential risks or harm caused
by chemicals. learning that ingredients may cause
cancer or are toxic to animals can be the first step
in a thought process that ultimately leads us to seeking out more natural alternatives. nowadays, it is
easy to find safe and natural alternatives for household and body care products. The natural product
industry is booming and growing. In honor of
earth day, consider using up the old products and
replacing them with newer, greener alternatives.
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If something is not organically grown, it is generally sprayed with a variety of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides, which enter the soil and ultimately
the groundwater, polluting the earth long after the
harvest. when given a choice, consider choosing
organically grown produce. It is often superior in
nutrient levels, when compared to conventional
counterparts because a farmer must nourish the
soil to grow healthy crops, when spraying them
with chemical agents is not an option. The flavor
of organically grown produce is often sweeter and
richer than that of conventionally grown food.
This month, thinking about both the effect of pesticides on your health and that of the planet, check
out the environmental working group’s “dirty
dozen” list (foods with the highest degree of pesticide residue) at http://www.ewg.org/. This year,
the twelve foods that tested highest for pesticides,
according to ewg, include apples, peaches, nectarines, strawberries, grapes, celery, spinach, sweet
bell peppers, cucumbers, cherry tomatoes, imported snap peas and potatoes.
looking beyond the environmental impact of
what is sprayed on our food or added to personal
care and household products, when considering
our environmental “footprint,” it is important to
realize the environmental toll taken by a diet which
is high in animal products. Meat, poultry, fish,

dairy products, and eggs are a large part of
the “Standard American diet.” This “SAd”
diet is taking a huge environmental toll. According to the food and Agriculture Organization of the united nations, livestock
production is one of the major causes of
global warming, land degradation, air and
water pollution, and loss of biodiversity.
Many of us will be surprised to learn that animal agriculture produces more greenhouse
gas emissions than transportation – a result
of emissions from both animal excrement as
well as that which results from the production
and transport of animal products. More than
eight percent of global human water usage
goes into livestock production, with most of
this water being used for irrigation of fields
growing livestock “feed.” Animal agriculture
is a major source of water pollution, with
sources including animal excrement, hormones, antibiotics, chemicals from leather
tanneries, as well as chemicals sprayed on the
crops grown for animal consumption.
logically, we can understand why it is best
to eat lower on the food chain. growing
plants and consuming them is less labor intensive than growing food to feed animals so
that we can later eat them or their “produce.” however, the distance food must be
transported has an effect on the environment. Produce that is grown locally is preferable to food that travels large distances.
Transportation of food from other countries
or even California produces a large amount
of emissions.
This month, in honor of earth day, and
in the effort to preserve our planet in the best
possible condition, take the time to examine
your choices – both in the products you buy
as well as the food you eat. understanding
the negative environmental impact of animal
agriculture and the chemicals that end up in
our environment, allow yourself to take the
time to make some changes. Read ingredients and choose to eat more locally, organically grown produce. when possible, inquire
about growing practices, as the amount of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides vary from
farm to farm and some farmers use organic
growing practices without paying for “organic certification.”
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Change of season takes bloom; spring cleanups begin
Editor’s Note: This is the third in a
series of articles with contractors who care
for our properties all year long.
By Stephanie Richards
The melting of what seemed
like never-ending snow piles from
this past winter has made way for
the appearance of green grass,
making a statement that spring is
upon us once again in new england. Snow shovels have been put
aside and rakes and lawn mowers
have emerged after being buried in
sheds and garages.
It’s time to assess the damage
from the extreme winter on your
landscape and spruce things up to
enjoy in the warmer weather outside. “new england usually has a
way of bouncing itself out of such
things. we still may experience a
typical spring; it just may come a
little later than normal,” said Aj
Comerford, owner of green Boys
landscapes in Sturbridge.
Once the snow has completely
melted, doing an initial inspection
of your property to assess damage
is the starting point. “you begin by
looking at areas next to roadways
that may have had snow pushed up
against them and suffered damage
from the unusual amount of the
dirt/salt mix that was required this
year. narrowing roadways from
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lack of space to put all the snow
may have actually played in the
favor of these spots,” said Comerford, who has a finance degree
from Bentley university. “you
should also inspect landscape areas
close to your home’s foundation.
The weight of piled snow from
raking roofs this winter may have
damaged shrubs, trees or other
plants.”
After assessing your property for
initial issues, there are two things
you can do to prepare your lawn
for spring, Comerford said. The
first is dethatching, which is essentially an aggressive raking. It removes layers of dead grass, roots
and debris that become matted between the soil and grass and minimizes the chance of disease. The
second step is applying a good
spring fertilizer. “watering may not
be an issue this year with how wet
the ground is from all the snow,”
he said.
while a good raking and fertilizer that promotes root growth are
important, pruning will also take
on a new meaning as shrubs and
trees will need to be revitalized. “A
simple tip is scratching the bark
and looking for any signs of green
on trees or shrubs. depending on
where things are planted, salt from
snow covered or icy roadways may

have entered the ground and damage
roots,”
said
Michael
Thibeault, owner of landscape
evolution in holland. “you can
also look for snow mold, which
may be a problem. It is a fungal
disease that forms when there is
warmth from the ground and a
lack of air circulation due to snow
sitting on top. you can identify it
by circular patches on the lawn
that are discolored and matted
down. you should also look for
signs of oriental bittersweet, which
has been a growing problem in this
area. Its vines (which can strangle
plants and trees) have bright
berries and the roots are orange.
It’s easy to pull before the leaves
appear.”
There are a few positive impacts from the unusual winter
weather that have helped the land-

scape. The cold kills woolly adelgid, a pest that sucks the sap out of
hemlock trees, Thibeault said.
“The last few years this pest was
becoming a problem again, so the
cold may have actually been helpful in getting rid of some of them,”
he said. “In addition, the snow
may have provided a type of insulation for rose bushes, protecting
them.”
when you get ready to do some
planting, it is a good idea to talk to
someone who is knowledgeable
and can steer you in the right direction. Another option is hiring a
landscape company to do the
work. “It is important to determine your goal for the space. do
you want it to look pretty, but don’t
want to spend a lot of time outside
on it? Are you looking for a certain
COnTInued On PAge
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Caring for what grows in your yard

By Tom Chamberland, ISA

April: growing degree days

Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town of Sturbridge and a Certified Arborist

g

rowing degree days (gdd) have been used
widely for both agriculture and horticulture
purposes since the 1950s to track temperature
accumulation. without the stress of drought or
other unusual weather conditions, plants typically grow strongly influenced by air temperature. growing degree days measure the daily
accumulation of that temperature, which then
allows us to predict not only plant growth and
maturation but also pest activity. In a nutshell,
growing degree days accumulate anytime the average temperature for the day is more than 50 f.
for example, if the high for the day was 70 f and
the low was 40 f, the average temperature was
55, and so five gdds accumulated. Our Sturbridge area averages around 2300 gdd annually. use this link http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu
/grass/degreedays/degreedays.html to see an
estimate the gdds for Sturbridge.
fifty degrees farenheit is used as the basis for
gdds because this is about the temperature that
woody plants in the northeast begin to grow. Scientists may use other base temperatures for
gdds in other regions or for other plant purposes, for example to predict the growth of heatloving corn plants in the Midwest. keep in mind
that microclimates may differ substantially from

the weather station where the temperature data
is collected and even in and around your yard.
GDD’s and insects
growing degree days are necessary for insects
to complete their growth and development. Insects are unable to control their body temperature and are dependent upon the temperature
of their surroundings for warmth, thus the measure of temperature can be a lead indicator for
existence of insects. The use of gdd is becoming a popular way to determine when to control
insect pests that attack our gardens. It is hoped
that accumulated growing degrees will become
a guide in timing the application of a pesticide
to control a specific pest more accurately. This
information can also be very useful in monitoring landscapes for plant problems. An good online resource that can help you use gdd
information is the university of new hampshire
extension's website:
http://extension.unh.
edu/Agric/gddays/gddPP.htm This site
provides a through-the-season list of what woody
plant pests are up to and what you should be
doing to minimize damage, as well as what trees
you can expect to be flowering. This gdd concept may not seem very familiar to you as it has
not yet been widely promoted at local garden

centers. It's one way of tracking phenological
events -- periodic biological phenomena -- that
are timed by the return and accumulation of
warm weather during the growing season, not
strictly by a calendar date.
japanese beetles, for example, do not just
wake up one morning and say, "Ooops, june
15th already, time to get out there." Rather, their
emergence is determined by the accumulation
of growing degree days. They make an earlier
appearance when spring is warm and gdds accumulate early, and appear later when it's cool.
we know gypsy Moth egg hatch occurs between
90 and 100 gdd. By the calendar, this can be
anywhere from late April to late May, a range of
some 30 days. If we follow growing degree
days as they approach 90, we can predict egg
hatch within a few days. using gdds to control
insects will be a much more effective and environmentally responsible way, with targeted application dates and rates.
GDD and plants
you may already time some of your garden
routines by phenological events you observe
around your yard, such as bud break of certain
plants, the flowering of lilacs or the drop of forsythia flowers. Being aware of these events as
well as gdd can help you become a more observant gardener. Phenology can have many
uses in gardening and farming. phenology can
be used to time crop planting, designing flower
beds and orchards for sequential bloom or fruit
maturity, planning refuge plantings for beneficial
insects, and even tracking global warming
trends. The formulation of gdd calculations is
developed from a general base of knowledge inherent to the environment. The temperature at
which growth starts for woody plants in the
north-eastern united States is approximately 45
f to 55 f; to standardize the calculations used in
determining a growing degree day, the base temperature has been arbitrarily set at 50 f
Plant growth responds to accumulating heat
units; Bud swell, leaf emergence, flowering, fruiting, and other growth stages can be correlated
to gdd. Continuing with my example of gypsy
COnTInued On PAge
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PETS Q&A
WITH

KATHY MENARD

housebreaking problems; summer hot spots
Q. I am having trouble housebreaking my 8
month old puppy. he can spend long periods of
time outside with us, then comes in the house and
poops. I feed him 3 times a day and take him out
after each feeding. I am bringing him out at least
once an hour, but he still poops on the floor. what
can I do?
A. Treat him like he is an 8 week old puppy
again. If you cannot keep your eyes on him, put
him in a crate or small confined area that you
know he will not "go" in. Bring him outside immediately after coming out of this area. If he
goes outside you can give him freedom in the
house. If he doesn't go outside and you know he
is due to go, then bring him back in and put him
back in his area. feed him twice a day, instead of
3 times. Split the total quantity of food he is currently eating between 2 meals. Monitor what
times, or how long after eating, he poops. They
usually go on a schedule, so this will help you determine if he is due to go.
when he is in the act of going, softly put a
command/praise to it. example: goooodddd
booyy get busy (you can choose any command,
just be sure to use it consistently). don't use
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short, high pitch words (good boy in an excited
tone), as that will make him stop going. If you
go out with him each time and put a command
to it each time, within two weeks he'll understand get busy means to go. Be sure that for
the first two weeks you are only saying the
command as he is actually going. he will associate the word/command with what he is doing
at the exact moment you say the word.
The fact that he is still going in the house
clearly tells me that's where he thinks he is suppose to be going. Remember, he is a dog and
in the wild they go anywhere they want, other
than in the immediate den. he doesn't understand he shouldn't be going in the house. If
you catch him in the act and scold him, you
will teach him to hide when he goes in the
house. dogs don't understand right and
wrong, they only understand safe or dangerous.
If you catch him and scold him, he will learn it
is not safe to go in your presence and will start
to hide it. It is now a habit for him to go in the
house. we want to break that habit by totally
preventing him from succeeding at going in the
house for a 12 week period.
lastly, if you feel he is pooping too many

times in a day (more than 2 or 3 times a day),
you may look at putting him on a more digestible food which will produce much less
poop.
Q. I live on a lake and own a large
newfie/golden mix. She is always in the
water and is prone to getting hot spots in the
summer. Any suggestions?
A. If she has the long coat I am picturing, be
sure she has been groomed to remove all the
dead undercoat. The undercoat will make her
stay damp for a much longer period which
may contribute to the hot spots. Make sure
that she thoroughly dries out. you might consider purchasing a high velocity blower/dryer
- you could get her 80% dry in 5 or 6 minutes
using one. It will also help blow out all the
dead undercoat.
Kathy Menard has been a dog trainer for over 35
years and is certiﬁed through the Certiﬁcation
Council for Professional Dog Trainers. She Kathy
is the owner of Compatible Canine in Fiskdale.
MA.
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INSURANCE
GUIDANCE
By Richard McGrath, CIC, LIA
PRESIDENT & CEO, McGRATH INSURANCE GROUP

A

re you confident that your retirement savings will last for the remainder of your
lifetime?
In the past, “defined benefit” pension plans
provided income to recipients for as long as
they lived. Combined with Social Security income and personal savings, it was usually more
than enough to live on.
As people began to live longer, though, defined benefit plans became too expensive to
maintain. Instead of retiring at age 65 and living to 70 or so, people began living to 80, 90 or
even longer.
employers could not afford to provide for 20
years of retirement, so most shifted to “defined
contribution” plans, such as 401(k) plans, which
provide matching contributions and tax advantages – but employees have to fund their retirement and manage their investments.
Some have saved enough to fund their retirement, even if they live long lives. Most have
not. But there is an investment that can provide
regular income for as long as you live, while
also providing tax advantages and the potential
to leave a legacy to your heirs – an annuity.
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Annuities can last a lifetime
Benefits of Annuities
An annuity is a contract between the buyer
and an insurance company, in which the buyer
contributes a lump sum or series of payments
and, in return, can receive regular payments for
life.
like qualified retirement plans, taxes are deferred on any growth within annuity accounts.
earnings withdrawn are subject to taxation
and, if taken prior to age 59½, may be subject
to a 10 percent federal tax penalty. withdrawal
within the first five to seven years may also result in a surrender charge, which is typically 7
percent. however, many annuities offer a free
withdrawal amount per year, as well as declining surrender charges.
An annuity can be purchased with pretax
dollars, reducing your taxable income by the
amount contributed, if it is used to fund a qualified retirement plan or IRA. when you begin
receiving distributions from the annuity, they
will be subject to taxation as income. The benefit is the ability to defer taxes until retirement,
when your income may be subject to a lower
tax rate.

unlike many retirement plans, annuities
may offer death benefits, and there are generally no limits on the amount of money that
can be invested in them.
The amount of income an annuity produces is based on how much is invested, the
life expectancy of the annuitant (the owner or
the person for whom the annuity is purchased)
and the return on investment of funds within
the annuity.
Types of Annuities
There are many types of annuities, and
when considering the features you want for
your annuity, be sure to have a good understanding of the added cost, so you can make
an informed decision about whether those features are cost effective.
Investors can choose between fixed annuities, which guarantee both the principal and
a specific return, and variable annuities, in
which the value fluctuates based on the performance of the underlying investment accounts. The guaranteed principal and return
from a fixed annuity are based on the claimspaying ability of the issuer. variable annuities
have the potential to produce higher returns,
but they are subject to market risk, so payments are not guaranteed.
A fixed index annuity offers both protection
of principal and an opportunity to have interest crediting linked to the performance of a
market index. In addition to fixed and variable
annuities, annuities may offer either deferred
or immediate payments.
An immediate annuity provides an immediate income stream in return for a lump-sum
payment. Some immediate annuities allow
policyholders to withdraw the cash value of
the annuity in case of an emergency. Some
also attempt to address market volatility by
guaranteeing minimum payments or by adjusting payments annually instead of monthly,
as is typical with variable annuities.
Annuities can also be designed with many
different payout options. The simplest annuity
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is a single-life annuity, in which the owner receives income throughout his or her lifetime.
Those who want their annuity to provide not
only for their retirement, but for their survivors
can purchase an annuity that provides a death
benefit. A refund life annuity provides the beneficiary with a lump-sum payment benefit,
based on the current dollar value of any unpaid
units. Other annuity variations can guarantee
payments for five, 10, 15 or even 20 years. A
joint and survivor annuity continues to provide
lifetime income to a survivor after the death of
the owner, typically at a rate of 50 percent, 75
percent or 100 percent of the original level.
Before deciding which type of annuity is best
for you, determine whether you need an annuity. An annuity is advantageous for long-term
investments, but do not invest money in an annuity that you expect to need in the near future,
as the money may be subject to a surrender
charge if you withdraw it.
your insurance agent or financial advisor
can help you determine whether an annuity is
right for you and, if so, what kind of annuity
would best meet your needs. n
Richard A. McGrath, CIC, LIA is President and
CEO of McGrath Insurance Group, Inc. of Sturbridge,
Mass. He can be reached at rmcgrath@mcgrathinsurance.com.
This article is written for informational purposes only
and should not be construed as providing legal advice.

There’s still time to
sponsor a tree

April yard: growing degree days
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Moth egg hatch, this is said to occur about the
time Amelanchier (Shadbush) is in bloom.
however, as day length and other environmental factors can affect specific events in a plants
life cycle and different cultivars frequently have
different bloom periods, these correlation's are
less precise than using gdd but more accurate
than just using calendar dates. for this system
to work, the maximum and minimum temperatures are taken every day from March 1 to
September 30. early in the spring season the
growing degree days will accumulate slowly;
(like our month of March has been) however,
as temperatures rise they accumulate faster.
landscapers and nursery workers can easily
observe bloom and other plant events as they
perform their normal routines, this is an attractive method for basing monitoring and management.
Plant phenology and gdd
information relative to Massachusetts' plants
and insects has been researched and is incorporated into fact sheets, newsletters and the Insects, diseases, and weeds of Shade Trees and
woody Ornamentals guide, available through
the Massachusetts extension, landscape Message System. visit http://ag.umass.edu/ to
find out more.
The determination of growing degree days
is very similar to that of the heating degree
days used by your home heating fuel company
to determine the schedule of the next shipment

of fuel oil. gdd takes into account the average
daily temperature accumulations, providing an
estimate of an insect's or plants development
based on those temperature measurements. for
each day that the average temperature is one
degree above the base temperature, one degree
day has accumulated. As in relying on a calendar approach, caution should also be exercised
when using gdd and phenology. Both are
meant as an aid to monitoring, not as a substitute for visual confirmation. But sometimes following the Old farmer’s Almanac may be just
as accurate. n
Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town
of Sturbridge and a Certified Arborist. He enjoys caring
for plants that grow in his yard and welcomes reader suggestions for future articles. Email him at: tchamberland@town.sturbridge.ma.us

S

turbridge Tree warden Tom Chamberland is looking for homeowners who
would like to sponsor a street tree. All that is
needed is a desire to do something good for
your yard, neighborhood and community, the
ability to provide adequate water and most
importantly, the right place for a tree to be
planted. All at no cost to the homeowner.
Interested? Applications to sponsor a tree
must be made by April 10, 2015. Trees will
arrive and be planted around May 15th.
for more information or to apply send an
email to:
tchamberland@town.sturbridge.ma.us.
Sponsorships are limited so apply early so
interested residents are encouraged to apply
early.
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HEALTH&FITNESS
By Andrea Johnson
FITNESS COACH
Everybodys Fitness

e

ating healthier is a common goal for
most people, and there are many good
reasons to eat better. what we put into our
bodies has a tremendous impact on our overall health and well being. If you give your
body proper fuel, all your systems will run
better.
however, when it comes to the details of
eating healthy, we often get lost in a sea of
too much information and unrealistic goals.
eating healthier can be challenging, but it
doesn't have to be that way. If you keep it
simple and set some basic guidelines for yourself, you can make meaningful improvements
to your eating habits that will improve your
overall health. here are some basic guidelines that can help simplify the task of eating
healthier.
1. Eat Breakfast every day.
Breakfast really is the most important
meal of the day and the latest research is suggesting that eating within an hour of waking
up is optimal. eating a healthy and balanced
breakfast helps you to start your day with a
steady fuel supply and avoids blood sugar
crashes that can cause overeating later in the
day. Many breakfast skippers often end up
consuming more calories at lunch and dinner
than breakfast eaters, because by the time
they finally eat something, they are completely famished and and up overeating. If
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lifestyle tips for healthy eating
you are a regular breakfast skipper then it's time
to change that habit. Try eating a light english
muffin with a tablespoon of peanut butter and
topped with banana slices. A fruit, yogurt and
granola parfait makes a great breakfast that can
be prepared the night before so it's ready for you
in the morning. And on those mornings when
you get up late and have no time to prepare anything, grab a banana or any other piece of fruit
you can find and eat it on your way to work or
school. eating something for breakfast is always
better than nothing.
2. Eat Three Balanced Meals a Day.
we covered the importance of breakfast, but
what about lunch and dinner? here's the deal.
Our bodies need energy and fuel to function.
Breakfast breaks the fast and gets us going.
lunch picks us up when we are starting to lag
and pushes us to dinner, and dinner is your last
chance to balance out your day. So what do we
mean when we say “balanced?” A balanced
meal simply means that it meets your nutritional
needs while not providing too much of any specific nutrient. To achieve a balanced diet, you
must eat a variety of foods from each of the
food groups throughout the day. your healthy
eating food groups are fruits and vegetables,
lean proteins, whole grain carbohydrates,
healthy fats, and low fat dairy (or dairy alternatives). If you are a visual person, check out the
harvard School of Public health's website.

3. Flush Out Your System.
The average human body consists of 60-70
percent water, and water serves many important
function in our bodies. water helps to regulate
body temperature, transport nutrients to cells,
flush out waste, and keep you hydrated. dehydration is fairly common and can cause
headaches, fatigue, muscle aches, dry mouth,
dry skin, and food cravings. Oftentimes we mistake thirst for hunger. Studies have shown that
the thirst signal our brain send us is much
weaker than the hunger signal. we end up
thinking we are hungry, which sends us looking
for something to eat, when in reality a refreshing
glass of water would do the trick. An easy way
to increase your water intake is to drink 16
ounces of water with each meal and snack.
drinking water with each meal and snack will
help fill your stomach, and you might even eat
a little less at meals because your stomach feels
full. If you have a hard time with the plain taste
of water, adding a cut up lemon or lime can
help. Cut some up and keep them in the fridge
so they are readily available.
4. Think Outside the Box.
The best foods for our bodies usually do not
come in packages. fruits and veggies are loaded
with vital nutrients that are often absent from
most packaged foods. Most fruits and vegetables
contain some combination of fiber, water, and
COnTInued On PAge
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local year-round contractors who take care of our properties
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smell or do you want it to interact
with other elements?” Comerford
said. “knowing your overall goal
for the space and understanding
the investment/maintenance required all goes into that decision. If
you hire a company to do the work,
listening and communication are
essential in the process.”
The abundance of plant types
can also create some challenges in
terms of selection, but understanding variables can help you narrow
results. “There are numerous
choices so it’s really about choosing
the right plant for the right place,
thinking about things like sun, soil
type, and moisture,” said
Thibeault, who has a degree in
landscape architecture from university of Massachusetts. “Also, if
you plant something and it doesn’t
do well in one area, don’t be afraid
to take it out and replant it in another space.”
likewise, materials for landscape projects have evolved in big
ways over the last 25 years too.
“Manufacturers really cater to
landscapers and homeowners and
it can be almost daunting to see the
choices available in materials. I
prefer to use more natural looking
materials,” Thibeault said. “Trends
in projects have also shifted from
ponds and water features a few
years ago to outdoor kitchens, fire
pits and permeable pavers that
allow water to sink through underneath.”
Comerford agrees and says real,
natural stone is timeless and worth
the investment if you are staying at
the property long-term. “Compared to just five years ago, there
are a lot more options in terms of
material, texture and color. They
are really catering to the customer,” he said.
If you decide to hire a company
to do the work, it’s important for
them to understand the goal for the
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Michael Thibeault
Owner, Landscape Evolution

project, your lifestyle, and have a
range of numbers to work with in
terms of budget. “I suggest getting
two or three quotes, reviewing them
and determining what you are comfortable with. getting a quote doesn’t sign you up for anything,”
Comerford said. “A quick sketch
may be needed for something like a
walkway design or a computer rendering if it is a larger project. we really give a thorough education to
our clients about the process timeline, who will work on the property,
what happens when rains or problems arise, etc. Spring is a big time
for projects, so if you are thinking
of having one done you will want to
get proposals as soon as possible.”
If you are looking for inspiration,
Thibeault suggests an online resource, houzz.com, which has ideas
for both the interior and exterior of
the home. “If you have anything in
mind, it allows you to look at different ideas and incorporate it into a
plan. you can work towards a plan
over time, even in phases, and it is
a manageable way to achieve results. A masonry yard can also help
you make a decision on what you
like,” Thibeault said. “when choosing a landscaper, I would also get

recommendations and references.
In addition, itemized quotes will
help break things down so you can
see where the investment is.”
Many landscape companies
offer payment options for lawn
maintenance work (projects require payment upfront) and also
provide guarantees. Other things
to look for include certifications
and the company’s culture. “we
have a mission statement and
makes sure team members know
that every decision has to go
through that filter. Our goal is to
work toward that every day,” Comerford said. “we do an orientation
every spring for both new team
members and existing ones so
everyone knows we are about serving the client. Continuing education is also important and we visit
landscape professionals and attend
conferences as well as have team
members certified in different
skills.”
In the end, spring cleanup, as
any other time of the year, is about
staying on top of things. “The keys
will be to prune things back, tend
to weeds before they come, and get
an early start on mulching. It will
make spring maintenance much
easier.” Thibeault said. n

A.J. Comerford
Owner, The Green Boys Landscape
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Charter contract goes to selectmen
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rently receive a 10 percent discount off the basic
service monthly fee and it appears that will remain the same under the new contract.
The town will see an increase in the percentage it receives from television sales if the proposed
contract is approved. Currently, Sturbridge receives 2.5 percent of television sales. The new
proposal calls for a gradual increase to 4 percent
by year three of the contract. “Sturbridge was on
the low side for this percentage compared to other
towns and we wanted to bring that up,” said
Clancey, who has been on the Cable Advisory
Committee since 2011 and the chair for three
years.
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Money the town receives goes toward capital
improvements and operational costs (computers,
tapes, staff, etc). If the town-owned building at
8 Brookfield Road is determined suitable as a
cable studio and community center, funds could
be used for improvements, Clancy said. At the
special town meeting in february, voters approved the transfer of $14,000 (from free cash)
to conduct a feasibility study on the building,
which would include a 44-foot by 17-foot wide
area for the studio with storage space. “we previously looked at the Senior Center but is wasn’t
suitable. we are trying to stay in buildings owned
by the town so we don’t have to pay rent,”
Clancey said. “It will depend on the study findings if and how fast the process moves. If it goes
forward, residents will need to approve it at the
Annual Town Meeting in june.”
To get feedback on current services with
Charter prior to contract negotiations, the Cable
Advisory Committee sent out 3,000 surveys last
August. Residents could return the cards or fill
the survey out online and 545 were completed.
Survey questions included things related to cable
service, such as value for the money, picture interruption and watching public access, and customer service questions, such as issue resolution,
timeliness, and speed in sending a technician to
look at a problem. A lot of concerns revealed
in the survey were addressed when Charter went
digital last fall (after the surveys were already
submitted), Clancey said.
The cable survey results were beneficial to
Charter, according to Tom Cohan, director of
government Relations. “Towns are required to
do a community needs assessment. That can be
a report like Sturbridge did, or public hearings
to get feedback on what local residents think
about public access,” he said. “The Sturbridge
Cable Advisory Committee was particularly
dedicated to doing a good job and spent a lot of
time and effort to contact people. The feedback
was good and more customers participated.”
One thing the survey did reveal is that there
is a lot of confusion between the Public Broadcast System (PBS) and the town’s Public Access
Channels. Sturbridge has three public and government television channels on Charter. Channel 191 carries live government meetings,
playback of recorded government meetings and
other town government information. Channel
192 showcases public programming, a public
bulletin board (for non-profits) and resident

community information. Channel 194 is the educational channel and originates from Tantasqua
Regional high School. School news is posted on
this channel as well as recorded events, such as
sports, music and stage productions for viewing
by residents.
It also showed that residents were not aware
that they could be trained on video equipment
and produce their own programming for Public
Access Channels. “we do need a greater awareness of what is offered. we have information on
the town website and a facebook page (search
“Sturbridge Community Television”) Clancey
said. “If we get the new building, we’ve already
talked about having open houses at the studio to
inform residents of what’s available.”
Although the contract approval will be with
Charter Communications, it may switch to
Comcast in the near future. Comcast and Charter are currently pursuing approval to swap territories, which depends on the approval of a
merger of Comcast and Time warner Cable.
Cohan said the transaction approval was anticipated in the first quarter of 2015, but now looks
likely to happen during the second quarter.
Three federal agencies have to approve the
change–the federal Communications Commission (fCC), federal Trade Commission (fTC)
and the department of justice. The fCC, which
is the lead agency, temporarily stopped the 180day timeframe for the approval on March 13 in
order to receive information from programmers,
Cohan said. “They will be addressing the Time
warner and Comcast merger and the Charter
and Comcast agreement at the same time, so
once a decision is made on the first, the second
will follow. last summer, we held public hearings
in the towns that would be impacted and they all
approved the transfer of the license (contingent
upon the Time warner and Comcast approval).
People close to this decision are confident it will
be approved,” he said. “Once the decision is
made, there will be lots of communication, first
to customers and then to all local franchises. It
will be a pretty seamless process as we are both
large cable providers and the television programming is the same. no one will be caught by surprise.”
Clancey said if the Charter and Comcast
change occurs, the committee has already discussed doing another cable survey to evaluate the
new provider’s services. n
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gayle Suzanne helping people get “unstuck” in north Brookfield
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seller on Amazon’s self-help list.
“I just write from my heart, with honestly and that’s what’s really resonated with
people,” she said. “I write simply, basically
as if I’m having a conversation.”
In “It’s In The little Things” Suzanne
shares personal stories and experiences –
some funny, some emotional – that have
messages about appreciating life and realizing that the little things can sometimes
make the biggest difference.
“It’s sort of the ‘Chicken Soup for the
Soul’ style, with about 50 different stories
from life, but imbedded in them are lessons
– little nuggets of wisdom,” she said.
But as prudent as Suzanne has become
in her life, she still has her moments of
feeling stuck. In the middle of writing, she
confessed she sometimes felt blocked by
herself.
“I had to go through a lot of fears to get
the book out. I would think, ‘who am I to
write a book?’ Or ‘why I am putting
myself out there to the possibility of being
judged or criticized?’ Those kind of
thoughts halted my writing,” she explained.
But Suzanne overcame the self-doubts,
and now helps others to do the same. A
certified life coach, she teaches self-help
and writing courses in worcester and
Charlton and soon in the Brookfields.
In late April, Suzanne will lead a course
through the north Brookfield Adult education program called “getting unstuck.”
The course will be interactive and feature
discussions on getting out of situations
people often get stuck in, and offer valuable tools and shifts necessary to move forward.
In May, Suzanne will lead a course
through the same program called “want
to write a Book?” The class is for anyone
who’s ever wanted to write a book but just
doesn’t know where to begin. Suzanne will
help students who feel overwhelmed by the
process and help them press through.
“It’s not so much how to technically
write a book, but how to break those limiting belief that say I’m not an author, why
would I write a book? I’m from a small
town, who would want to know my story?”
Suzanne said. “If you have a story and
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you’re passionate about it, you can do it.”
More information on the courses is online at
nbschools.org. More information about Suzanne
and her services is at gaylesuzanne.com.

“It’s in The little Things” is available on
Amazon.com, at Annie’s Book Stop in worcester and the Booklover’s gourmet in webster. n

lifestyle tips for healthy eating
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vitamins A, B, C, d, e and k. eating more
fruits and vegetables can also help shrink your
waistline since they tend to be filling, yet they
contain far fewer calories than packaged
foods. Compare a medium apple to a granola
bar. The apple contains 80 calories, 20% of
your daily vitamin C needs, and 5 grams of
fiber. A basic granola bar has 150-200 calories, anywhere from 6-15 grams of fat, 2
grams of fiber, and no vitamin C. The apple
is better for your waistline, and the high fiber
and water content will help keep you fuller
longer. when it comes to snacking, fruits are
a great choice. keep your kitchen stocked
with grapes, apples, bananas, pears, oranges,
carrot sticks, and celery sticks for quick,
healthy and easy snacks.

5. Take time for food preparation and
meal planning.
having a busy schedule is probably one of
the most common reasons that we have trouble eating healthy. Taking some time to cut
up vegetables and plan some meals for your
week makes all the difference when you are
trying to adopt some healthier eating habits.
If you set aside some time on a Sunday afternoon to plan your meals and cut up some
vegetables for cooking, your weeknight dinners will be easier and healthier. A great website
for
healthy
meal
ideas
is
www.allrecipes.com. There you will find a
healthy and easy section that has low calorie
menus. They also provide printable shopping
lists that you can take with you to the grocery
store. n
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Natural Stone
Patios & Walkways
Retaining Walls & Steps
Firepits & Fireplaces

3D Design Renderings
Plantings
Mulch Installation
Lawn Maintenance

Make the Switch!
New Clients get $150 off
Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance packages.

